Writing a TAG grammar manually is known tobe a non trivial task (Abeille 00; Doran et al. 94; Doran et al. 00; VS et al. 92). For that pwpose, (Candito 96) has suggested a grammatical framework that allows linguists to describe the syntactic properties of a language at a hlgher level of abstraction . Given a set of classes, each of these containing a partial tree description, the compiler outputs a set of tree schemata.
2. the current implementation of the compiler is not flexible enough to be easily adapted to other input/output formats.
In the remainder of the paper we describe our tool and discuss two possible ways to implement a metagrammar for french verbs.
Design of our tool
In this section, we present the characteristics of the tool we implemented. Our compiler ressembles the one described in (Candito 96) and (Candito 99) . We thus present the latter first in order to emphasize the differences between her proposition and ours.
Topological factorisation
In (VS et al. 92) , the authors propose to use a logic (precisely defined in (Rogers et al. 94) ) which describes elementary trees of a TAG grammar so that the topological informations shared by trees is factorized in an inheritance hierarchy.
In practice, infonnation concerning trees may be factorized according to different points of view quite independant from each other. For instance, subcategorization infonnation leads to a rather natural hierarchy while realizations of syntactic functions lead to another hierarchy altogether. Therefore, attempts to describe both hierarchies in a unique inheritance lattice either leads to having to make a copy of one hierarchy at each leaf of the other, or if multiple inheritance is allowed, multiplying links between leaves of the hierarchies.
The underlying idea is that a linguist only describes these three hierarchies, and an automatic tool completes the inheritance graph by crossing final classes of dimension 1 with the final classes of dimension 2 and further crossing the result with the final classes of dimension 3.
However, not all final classes of dimension 1 are to be crossed with all final classes of dimension 2. For instance, intransitive verbs do not admit passive constructions. In the same way, the resulting crossed classes of dimensions 1 plus 2 have tobe crossed only with those final classes of dimension 3 that realize a final function actually occuring in the crossed class.
The linguist has thus to give crossing conditions together with his hierarchies in order to constrain the crossing process.
The algorithm implemented by (Candito 99 ) is thus thefollowing: dim12 = empty set for each final class cl of dimension 1 for each final class c2 of dimension 2 (compatible with cl) create c12 that inherits cl and c2 and add it to dim12 end for end for res = empty set for each cl2 in dim12 resOfC12 = {c12} ' for each final function ff appearing in c12 for each class c3 of dimension 3 that realizes ff build new classes with each element of resOfC12 and c3 resOfC12 = these new classes end for end for res = res U resOfC12 end for compute minimal ｲ ･ ｦ ･ ｲ ｾ ｮ ｴ ｳ ＠ for each element of res.
As this pseudo-algorithm makes clear, some constants that denote tree nodes are labelled by a final syntactic function. They are actually also Iabelled by an initial syntactic function, probably in order to keep track of the process. In dimension 2, most Of the job done by classes.consists in modifying the functional assignment 1 • Moreover, final functions are maintained unique in any description by an additional mechanism that equates constants bearing the same final function.
Our proposition
Our initial motivation for developping a new meta-grammar compiler had to do with the Iexicon: the grammar compiled with Candito 's tool is organised in tree families ( as is XTAG (Daran et al. 00)) and lemmas are associated to families. The anchoring of a tree thus consists in computing the lemma and the morpho syntactic features associated to a word form, getting the families associated with the lemma and finally attempting to substitute the lemma with the associated morpho syntactic features in the tree.
Such a process may of course fail, either because the morpho-syntactic features do not match ( consider a tree dedicated to an imperative form, together with. an infinitive word form) , or because the features associated to the lemma do not match (some transitive verbs, for instance, do not accept a passive form).
Our starting idea was then to generate trees together with a feature structure that globally describes each tree, and Candito's tool did not seem to pennit that.
Since we were implementing a new tool anyway, we gave ourselves some additional constraints:
• avoiding non monotonous mechanisms such as the modification of the final functions
• not limiting a priori the number of dimensions:
-the third dimension is de f acta a collection of dimensions dedicated to realizing each of the possible functions As we intend to produce trees together with a feature structure, classes of the meta-grammar contain a feature structure that describe its content. lt then seems natural that these feature structures get combined through unification. along the inheritance lattice. This feature structure is then a good mechanism to avoid unwanted class crossings. The example we meotion of intransitive verbs that do not accepts passive fonns may simply be taken into account by means of an attribute transitive with values minus for an intransitive verb and plus for all passive classes.
The remaining problem is to find a mechanism that allowes classes to cross. In (Candito 99) compiler, this mechanism relies oo the three dimensions, but we do not want to rely oo a fixed number of dimeosions.
We thus decided to make explicit the reason why classes are to be crossed, typically a class of dimension 1 has tobe crossed with a class of dimension 2 because it needs redistribution of syntactic functions. Classes of dimension 2 have to be crossed with classes of ex-dimension 3 because they need that their final functions be realized. Conversely, a class of ex-dimension 3 may provide the realization of a subject, or an object, or whatever other function.
A class in our system is then described by:
• aname
• a set of super-classes
• a description (which is a feature structure)
• a set ofneeds (atomic symbols)
• a set ofprovidings (atomic symbols)
• a fonnula describing trees When a class cl2 inherits two classes cl and c2, the descriptions are unified (in case of failure, c12 is not created), the set ofneeds is the union ofthe two set ofneeds minus the union ofthe providings, the set ofprovidings is also the union of the providings minus the union of the needs and the formula is the conjunction of the two formulas. Tue crossing mechanism then consists in computing all balanced final classes, that is classes whose set of needs and providings are empty 2 • Finally, the formulas corresponding to balanced final classes are used to compute minimal referents (Rogers et al. 94) together with the description associated with the corresponding class.
A survey on the linguistic applications
We made some experiments on french verbs, conforming as much as possible to the analysis of (Abeille 91; Candito 99). Therefore, we give an overview of the way we describe verbs using three 'dimensions' 3 • Two ways to generate a gramrnar are given in the following sections. The first approach puts the focus on the topology of the trees. While it allows to identify the nodes representing the predicate and its arguments in the tree, it actually suffers from a major drawback due to the monotonicity of the system. That is, once a node is asserted in the process of generating a tree, it cannot be removed. This is problematic if, for instance, one wants to describe an agentless passive as the ellipsis ofthe predicate's agent
•
The second approach comes closer to the functional analysis introduced by (Candito 99) . We do a topologically free reasoning upon arguments and functions until we have specified a complete final functional subcategorization frame. The main interest ofthis approach is that the functional component ofthe grammar is not anymore 2. In order to keep with an associative and commutative mechanism, a cancelled need as weil as a cancelled providing is not allowed to appear again. 3. Fonnally speaking, it should be clear that there are no dirnensions anyrnore. 4. However, there is a trick : one can set a 'kill' attribute to a node. lt rneans that the node will be removed frorn the tree after its generation. The principle is that the removed node's children (if any) become the children of the removed node's parent (the root of the tree cannot be removed). mixed with the topological one. We are able to represent the agentless passive quite easily. But here, the relationship between the tree structure and the logical arguments is lost. As a comparison, .we do not specify any topological information into the classes that belong to the equivalent of Candito 's first and second dimension. The whole analysis is driven by the feature structures describing the classes.
Both approaches share some essentials ideas 5 • ( 1) Each tree which is generated represents the realization of a logical predicate and its arguments. (2) The focus is put on the functional organization ofthe grammar. Following these assumptions we specify through three successive layers the trees that represents the syntactic realization of that predicate. Each of these layers performs a mapping as follows :
Predicate Structure JJ. • Dimension 1 : maps the predicate arguments to an initial functional subcategorization frame.
• Dimension 2 : maps the initial subcategorization frame to a final functional subcategorization frame.
• Dimension 3 : maps the final subcategorization frame to a tree structure.
A node driven strategy
Following (Abeille 91; Candito 99) each tree which belongs to a family represents a predicative structure. Tue first dimension is dedicated to mapping initial functions to the predicate's argument positions. Here we define a set of classes which represents the arguments and another set which defines the functions that are to be mapped on them. The final classes of this dimension are a list of all the valid mappings in French. For instance the final class SubjOVObjl is the class where the first argument is mapped with a subject and the second is mapped with a direct object 6 . 
Jnit-Obj
We express this mapping with the declaration ofa constant7. Each ofthese quasi-nodes is equated with the one representing its associated function.
To be linguistically weil fonned, we impose the requirement that the crossed classes map each initial function to a final function. Then a class where an initial function node is defined contains a corresponding need for a final function (see fig. 3 .1).
5. These ideas are already central in (Candito 99) work.
6. For the sake of clarity, we do not expand here to the whole (Abeille 91) analysis in farnilies. We do not consider here sentential arguments and verbal auxiliaries though they are important for the definitions of the families. 7. Following (Rogers et al. 94 ), a constant is denoting a node. The second step in the generating process aims at defining a final subcategorization frame. Here we map the initial functions given above with final functions. As a side effect, the verb is given a rnorphological specification. For instance, through inheritance, the fall personal passive maps the initial-subject to a by-object, the initial object to ajinal-subject and requests the predicate tobe realized as a passive subtree. Furthermore, classes that introduce a final function emit the need that this function is realized. Our general strategy consists in manipulating functions through constants denoting nodes: instead offunction features, we have such constants as argO, initial-subject, or final-object. The redistributions are then performed by means of equalities between such constants. The final classes of dimension 2 express equalities between the nodes carrying the initial functions and the ones carrying the final functions. The interface with the first dimension is done through providings that satisfy the final-function needs of dimension 1 classes. For instance the Fullpersonal-passive class will inherit classes that provide the subj-redist and obj-redist. The content of the class reflects the mapping : the initial-subject node equals the final-by-object node and the initial-object node equals the final subject node (see fig. 3 .1). The functional realization 'dimensions', contains classes that actually yield trees. Basically, we view here a syntactic function as a labe! for a set of subtrees. Thus, this dimension groups all the subtrees and each ofthem is labelled as the representation of a function. The labe! assignment is performed through multiple inheritance as shown in figs. 3.1 and 3.1. Note that contrary to (Candito 99) approach, there are here two 'third dimensions'. One for the predicate's arguments and one for the predicate's head. The motivation is mainly methodological, we want to explicitly separate the functional and the topological part of the gramrnar.
Writing a metagrammar remains (at least for us) an experimental process. Other formalisms have been proposed that rely extensively either on feature structures (HPSG) or Linguistic functions (LFG). We experimented with a LFG inpired approach whlch allows us to deal with the topology of trees only in dimension 3. The general sketch is then to build feature structures in dimension 1 and 2 and to assemble the trees according to the specifications given by the feature structure in dimension 3. Tue feature structure descriptions, contained in classes and therefore associated to the produced trees at the end ofthe process, not only concem the anchoring, but may also actually describe the linguistic properties the tree is responsible for. Typically, it enables us to know tbat a tree is the representation of a two place predicate, that this predicate is a passive predicate, that the first argument is expressed as c;;litic and so forth. Tlms the compiler allows to generate trees but also complex feature structures that are an ･ ｸ ｰ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｩ ｾ ＠ translation of what each tree 'rneans' linguistically.
In the previous approach we put the focus on the identification of particular nodes into the trees, and the feature structures associated to the classes only concems the impossibilities in crossings. In the new approach we build complex feature structures and less complex formulas as lots of constants equated in rorder to represent redistributions simply disappear.
As an example, here are the features inherited by the following final classes:
• SUBJOVOBJ 1 :
• FULL-PERS-PASSIVE : 
III inverted
Notice that when we use this second approach ( which anyway is an enhancement of the node driven approach), the feature structure keeps track of the successive mapping steps that are performed throughout the process of generation. This approach consists of not declaring any structural constraints in the two first dimensions 8 . This solution has the benefit of clearly splitting the functional from the topological part of the grammar. But at the time of tbis writing, we are not able to establish a link between the feature structures associated to the classes and the constants ofthe logical formulas used to generate the trees.
Conclusion
Tue tool developped so far, though rough and buggy 9 enables us to experiment with metagrammar writing. As we just mentioned it also raises interesting questions regarding the precise objects we are dealing with when describing a grammar. One of the main drawbacks of our implementation is the absence of relationship between the descriptive feature structure and the Jogical fonnulas. In our opinion, the root of this prob lern concems what a TAG grammar really is: a set oftrees gathered in families together with indices indexing nodes (cf. nOVnl) are more than just elementary trees.
